Attention-based end-to-end (E2E) speech recognition models such as Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) can achieve better results than traditional automatic speech recognition (ASR) hybrid models on LVCSR tasks. LAS combines acoustic, pronunciation and language model components of a traditional ASR system into a single neural network. However, such architectures are hard to be used for streaming speech recognition for its bidirectional listener architecture and attention mechanism. In this work, we propose to use latency-controlled bidirectional long short-term memory (LC-BLSTM) listener to reduce the delay of forward computing of listener. On the attention side, we propose an adaptive monotonic chunk-wise attention (AMoChA) to make LAS online. We explore how each part performs when it is used alone and obtain comparable or better results than LAS baseline. By combining the above two methods, we successfully stream LAS baseline with only 3.5% relative degradation of character error rate (CER) on our Mandarin corpus. We believe that our methods can also have the same effect on other languages.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, end-to-end models have become popular for ASR, as they allow one neural network to jointly learn acoustic, pronunciation and language model, greatly simplifying the whole pipeline in traditional ways. Among these end-to-end approaches, three main models named Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [1, 2] , Recurrent Neural Network Transducer (RNN-T) [3] and attention-based models [4, 5, 6] have shown promising results. Attention-based sequence-to-sequence system was first introduced to speech recognition in [4] . Later on, LAS with a BLSTM listener was examined on a large-scale speech task [5] and more recently it shows a superior performance to a conventional hybrid system [6] . While ASR needs to run in real-time with low latency for most of tasks, the LAS system is hard to be streaming for the bidirectional listener architecture and the attention mechanism. The goal of this paper is to decrease the latency of LAS system to make it online with as less degradation of its performance as possible.
One obstacle for streaming LAS is the BLSTM used in listener. BLSTM has a high latency for the reason that the reversed LSTM cannot start forward computing until all the input frames come. Although unidirectional LSTM [7] can substitute the BLSTM [8] to solve the problem, it causes a huge degradation in performance [9] . The problem also exits in the hybrid systems. A common way is to replace the BLSTM with latency-controlled BLSTM (LC-BLSTM) [10] which looks ahead for a fixed number of frames instead of the whole future frames to restrict the latency. The results show that the performance of LC-BLSTM is maintained with lower latency when comparing with conventional hybrid system with BLSTM [11] .
The other obstacle to build online LAS is the attention mechanism, which is called soft attention. It is computed based on the entire output sequence of listener. Thus, during inference, the model cannot produce the first output unit until all input speech frames have been consumed. Till now, there are two methods to solve this problem: Neural Transducer (NT) model [12, 13] and Monotonic Chunkwise Attention (MoChA) model [14, 15] . NT consumes a chunk of input frames and use soft attention mechanism locally to get a variable number of output units before it consumes the next chunk. In order to train the model, the variable number of output units of each chunk need to be acquired by a process named alignment. It resembles force alignment in traditional ASR system and takes much of time during training. MoChA adaptively splits the input sequence into small chunks over which soft attention is computed and generates one output unit in each chunk. In this way, no extra alignments are needed and training time is nearly the same as the LAS system. Thus, we adopt MoChA to stream the attention. However, MoChA limits the chunk length to a fixed number which is not suitable for speech recognition because of the speed of speech and different time lasting for each output unit. To solve the problem, we attempt to improve the mechanism of MoChA to adapt the speech properties.
In the work, we construct a LAS system with BLSTM listener, denoted as BLSTM-LAS, and explore the ways to stream it by overcoming the abovementioned problems. First, for the listener, we replace BLSTM with LC-BLSTM to reduce the delay of forward computing. Taking BLSTM-LAS as initial model, there are almost no degradations. Second, for the attention, MoChA with BLSTM listener is explored. We find that MoChA performs slightly better than the BLSTM-LAS by using pre-trained models. The similar result is also concluded in [15] with LSTM as listener. Besides, we propose an adaptive monotonic chunk-wise attention (AMoChA) which can generate chunk length adaptively to solve the problem of MoChA and get a better generalization during inference. Furthermore, we offer another two methods to alleviate the degradation caused by combing the LC-BLSTM with MoChA (LC-MoChA). Finally, with LC-AMoChA, we successfully stream the BLSTM-LAS with acceptable relative performance reduction of 3.5%.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The details of how to stream BLSTM-LAS step by step and the proposed AMoChA is described in Section 2. Experimental results is presented in Section 3 and the paper is concluded with our findings and future work in Section 4. 
Basic LAS Model
The basic LAS model consists of three modules and it can be described by Eq.(1) - (6) . Given a sequence of input frames x = {x1, x2, . . . , xT }, a listener encoder module, which consists of a multi-layer BLSTM is used to extract higher level representations
The speller usually contains a LSTM and an output softmax layer. At every output step i, the attender first computes the context vector ci based on the speller state si and listener output h, and then the speller generates output distribution. Eq.(3) -(5) tells how the attender works, where W h , Ws, V and b are weights to be learned. This is also known as soft attention and visualized in Fig.1a . It tells the speller where to focus on in order to output the next units.
Streaming the Listener
LSTM is a straightforward way to stream the listener, but the performance gap is wide compared to BLSTM. Motivated by [10, 11] , we attempt to use LC-BLSTM to replace listener of BLSTM-LAS and try to make the performance loss as small as possible.
LC-BLSTM has a better performance than unidirectional LSTM and a lower latency than BLSTM which can be tolerated by online tasks in traditional hybrid system. The main difference between LC-BLSTM and BLSTM is their data arrangement. For LC-BLSTM, a sentence is first split into non-overlapping blocks of fixed length Nc, then Nr future frames are appended as right context for the reversed LSTM to obtain limited future information, which causes some loss compared to the full sequence data arrangement for BLSTM. The reverse LSTM could also approximate by simpler architectures such as simple RNN etc. . We denote the model in this section as LC-LAS.
Streaming the Attention
In this section, we will review MoChA for streaming attention and then propose AMoChA which can better fit the speech properties.
Monotonic Chunk-wise Attention
Soft attention stated in Section 2.1 needs entire U listener outputs to calculate the context vector at each decoding step, which delays the start time for decoding. Besides, complexity for decoding will be O(U N ), where N means the total output steps of speller. To address these issues, MoChA [15] is proposed to stream the attention and achieves an O(U ) time complexity for decoding. The process is reviewed as follows:
During inference, MoChA first computes a probability pi,u using speller state si and listener output hu which indicates the possibility of hu be attended at decoding step i. Then the attend/don't attend decision is made depending on zi,u which is sampled from a Bernoulli random variable parameterized by pi,u. To simplify the sampling process during inference, we assume that hu should be attended if pi,u > 0.5 or ei,u > 0. Eq. (7)-(9) discribe the process:
where g and r are learnable scalars, Ws and W h are weights. After we get the attended hu, which can be viewed as attention boundary in h for output step i, MoChA computes the context vector ci with W frames of listener outputs which start from hu to hu−w+1 by Eq.(10) - (12):
where energy function is the same as Eq. (7). At last, MoChA uses context vector ci to get output of speller and continues to compute the next attended listener feature from hu to repeat the process until all listener outputs is consumed. We visualize the mechanism in Fig.  1 (b) . During training, due to the sampling in attention process, MoChA is trained with respect to the expected value of ci and the equations are stated in [15] .
Adaptive Monotonic Chunk-wise Attention
MoChA can stream the attention and decrease the computing overload of decoder. However, the hyper-parameter W , indicating the fixed attention length, is hard to regulate and varies from languages to output units. It is also affected by the speed of speech. In order to get free from fine tuning of W and better fit the speech properties, we propose an adaptive MoChA (AMoChA) mechanism to learn the chunk length adaptively for each output units, which can be jointly trained with the whole networks.
While MoChA use a fixed chunk length, AMoChA needs to learn the chunk length. So, after we get the attended location at hu, two approaches are proposed to learn the chunk length W with hu and speller state si at step i.
Constrained chunk length prediction: We limit the maximum length of chunk to Wmax with following equation:
where W h , Ws, Vp and b are parameters to learn, δ is sigmoid function and activF can be ReLU [16] or Tanh. With Eq. (13), chunk length can be range from 0 to Wmax. Unconstrained chunk length prediction: Comparing to the Eq.(13), we investigate an unconstrained chunk length prediction network which ignores the hyper-parameter Wmax:
where W h , Ws, Vp and b are the same as Eq.(13) and the exponential function here can ensure the chunk length W to be positive. During training, we need supervised information about chunk length of each output unit to learn the parameters in Eq.(13) - (14) . We get the desired chunk length for from LAS decoding or HMM alignment. The whole network is trained with multitask whose loss function can be defined as:
where LCE represents standard cross-entropy based loss and LW means the mean square error (MSE) loss when predicting the chunk length. λ controls the ratio of chunk length learning task. After predicting W , the attention context ci can be calculated with Eq.(10) - (12) . The mechanism is viewed in Fig. 1 (c) . We denote the model in this part as Bi-MoChA or Bi-AMoChA.
Streaming the Entire LAS
After streaming each part of BLSTM-LAS, we explore the ways to put them together to stream the entire LAS. One of our tricks is to use pre-trained models in the previous sections. Despite using the pre-trained models, a huge performance degradation occurs. In order to decrease the degradation, we try to find the reason why the combination of LC-MoChA get a bad performance. By observing the attention weight distribution of BLSTM-LAS and LC-MoChA, we find that the boundary of alignment shifts to the future listener features obviously. One example shows in Fig. 2 . MoChA calculates an scalar energy pi,u with listener features to determine the attention boundary of each output units. The insufficient future information of listener features caused by LC-BLSTM will make the boundary shift to the future and eventually lead to the degradation of CER. In order to compensate the degradation, we propose two methods to ease the problem.
Supposing the output of listener is h = {h1, h2, . . . , hU } and the attended probability of h at step i is pi = {pi,1, pi,2, . . . , pi,U }, the first method (M 1) we used is to append w − 1 future listener features for each hu with the following equation:
hu + hu+1 + · · · + hu+w−1 w f or u = 1, 2, . . . , U By utilizing future information, we can drag back the boundary of alignment to some extent and the attention weight can be redistributed within the chunk length to have a better performance, which can be seen in Fig. 2 . Finally, the MoChA is replaced by proposed AMoChA to make the entire LAS online with a better performance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments are conducted on a 1,000 hour training set. Average WER of three test sets: 8000, IOS and NOS, which have 22,000 utterances in total is reported. All experiments use 40-demensional Fbank features, computed with a 25ms window and shifted every 10ms. Similar to [17, 18] , at each frame t, these features are stacked with 4 frames to the right resulting a 200 dimension feature vector. Frame skipping is not used in our experiments.
All neural networks are trained with the cross-entropy criterion except AMoChA is trained with Eq. (15) . We use Adam optimizer [19] to run 30 epochs. The initial learning rate is 2e-4 and weight decay is set to 1e-5 [20] . Scheduled sampling [6, 21] and label smoothing [22, 23] are used for all experiments. Scheduled sampling probability is gradually increase to 0. 
Baseline
The listener of our base BLSTM-LAS is a 2-layer BLSTM followed by a 2-layer pyramidal BLSTM. All the four layers of BLSTM contains 256 hidden cells in each direction. The speller is a 1 layer LSTM with 512 hidden units. We also train an LAS with 4 layers of unidirectional LSTMs [7] listener, whose hidden units are 640. Table  1 compares the results of different baseline models. The BLSTM-LAS surpasses the BLSTM-HMM hybrid system by a large margin to 16 .13%. It also shows that LSTM-LAS gets large performance degradation compare to BLSTM-LAS. 
LC-BLSTM-LAS
We first explore the use of LC-BLSTM as the listener. 64 and Nr = 32 for our task), the LC-LAS behaves nearly the same as BLSTM-LAS. We assume that with soft attention, attention weight can be redistributed to get the same context vector at each output step even if the LC-BLSTM has an inaccurate information for future listener features. 
BLSTM-AMoChA
Then, we investigate the effectiveness of MoChA with BLSTM as listener. Table 3 indicates that the proper chunk length for Chinese characters is 10 (40 frames in the original feature because of subsample) and using both listener and speller of BLSTM-LAS as initial model has an important role for faster convergence. The effectiveness of MoChA is not stable as stated in [15] . Note that the lowest CER of MoChA in Table 3 and 4 are trained with different GPU cards. Table 4 compares our different methods of predicting the chunk length. We first investigate the constrained chunk length prediction method. The table shows that the best upper bound of chunk length is 40 and the best proportion for the chunk length prediction task is 0.02. For the activation function, ReLU behaves slightly better than Tanh. With the best setting, unconstrained methods with different labels of chunk length are studied. The results show that unconstrained method with the most accurate supervised information has the best performance with 17.36% of CER.
Online LAS
At last, we combine the two streaming parts. Table 5 compares the result of different initial schemes in Section 2.4 and inital scheme of b behaves best. But it get a degradation with our M1 method. Thus, we choose initial scheme of c to verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods of M1 and M2. The table indicates that M2 with averaging 10 consecutive future attended possibilities can stream the BLSTM-LAS with least degradation. Together with AMoChA, the baseline can be online with an acceptable 3.5% degradation of CER. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explore the online end-2-end models for LAS system. On the listener side, we propose to use LC-BLSTM to decrease the latency. On the attention side, we propose an AMoChA method to stream the attention and better fit the speech properties. By combining this two parts and utilizing our proposed methods, the BLSTM-LAS can be online with only a 3.5% relative degradation of CER on our Mandarin corpus. Incorporating another attention layer for the chunk length prediction for AMoChA will be included in our future work.
